Awakening Talent
Liberating Potential
“Just like body muscles, intellectual and interpersonal skills need stretching exercises to become strong and grow!”

Quest Grow Solutions include:
- Character Building.
- Leadership.
- Lego Serious Play.
- Celemi Business Simulations.
- Executive & Team Coaching.
- Business Essentials.

All programs are based on our own unique learning methodology that is based on the most recent research and findings on adult learning. Several scientifically based tools and learning techniques such as coaching, NLP, Serious Play, and experience-based learning are combined in a creative way to produce powerful learning experiences specifically tailored to each client’s circumstances and needs.
At Quest, we believe that true character-building starts from within, and that everyone should be a value-adding leader in his own field! We claim that we all need certain capabilities regardless of our roles or positions. Therefore, we have developed ‘character-building tracks’ that help lay the foundation of success for each employee within the organization and those include:

- Building the inner drive - Self Leadership.
- Building bridges with others Positive communication.
- Working well within groups Appreciating diversity.
The success of an organization depends on the leader’s ability to optimize performance on both the individual level and the team level. Believing that no one size perfectly fits all, Quest tailors its modules according to the different managerial levels within the organization, and to fit specific leadership development agendas. These programs provide the necessary skills, tools and leadership styles to help managers realize the fullest potential of human resources to yield greatest benefit for the individual and the organization and to achieve planned effectiveness through the co-operation and commitment of their staff.
Coaching is a powerful tool that helps executives and teams realize their maximum potential. Each individual in the organization is a system on their own, yet all systems together are like spider webs; touch one and the whole structure moves. Here comes our coaching role, with our scientific methods and techniques we reveal the systems’ natures to its members which supports the members to become “responsible” to achieve desired results in a healthy environment of supportive and nurturing members. We offer coaching as a stand-alone intervention or can include it within other solutions. All Quest Coaches are certified in various coaching disciplines such as Executive, Relationship, and Life coaching.
Quest believes in experiential learning and so we partnered with Celemi, the world Leader in the field of Business Simulations. Business Simulations are business games that replicate real-life business environments, and are designed around core business functions such as: Strategy, Finance, Marketing, etc.

This is how the simulation goes:
· Participants are divided into groups to form ‘companies’.
· Participants compete against each other in a ‘common market’.
· Striving to prevail over the competition, participants make business decisions based on ‘market conditions’.
· Participants learn from the outcomes of those decisions.

CELEMI
Business Simulations

CELEMI Apples & Oranges®
CELEMI Cayenne®
CELEMI Decision Base®
CELEMI Enterprise®
CELEMI Livon®
CELEMI Livon Life®
CELEMI Performance™
CELEMI Tango™
LEGO SERIOUS PLAY is a unique concept that has been designed by the LEGO Company, specifically for business and executive development. Quest is the only certified training provider in Egypt to deliver the original Lego Serious play methodology and programs, Real Time Strategy & Team Identity. Quest has developed various standard programs that combine both Lego serious play and coaching methodologies to attend to our clients’ business needs. We also develop and customize programs for various team sizes, purposes, and lengths. All our programs are about having fun while tackling serious issues. That is why this solution is called SERIOUS PLAY.
Quest recognizes the importance of the basic interpersonal skills needed to succeed in the organization. Therefore, Quest offers a number of workshops covering the essential skills each participant, from every level of the organization, should have such as business etiquette, presentation skills, training, etc..

These key skills are presented to participants in a fun and practical way, in order to reinforce basic workplace behaviours and competencies.